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Wow, I’m totally speechless, and for me that’s probably hard to believe.  But what can I say, other than, if you weren’t at the 
March meeting, you missed a spectacular presentation done by our Rockheads.  They presented their fellow club members with 
the geologic timeline project that they had been working on for the last few months.  And what a fantastic timeline it was too.  It 
spanned nearly the whole length of the library’s auditorium when they rolled it out on the floor! 

The Rockheads started their timeline with the Cambrian and each geologic period was represented by very artistic and creative 
drawings which depicted the creatures that were alive at that time. After Brittani Lambert introduced the timeline project, Konrad 
Armstrong proceeded to give an excellent over view of each one of the geologic periods and told about the developments taking 
place as life progressed from era to era.  This was, without a doubt, a very topnotch job and well done.  Kudos to the Rockheads! 

I was also greatly impressed with the gorgeous array of lapidary work that was presented by some of the members in their 
birthday meeting displays.  NMGMS has some extremely talented and artistic members, and it shows that our workshops have 
been very successful.  Another breathtaking display set up at this meeting, was Matthew Lambert’s science fair project, which is 
based on his study of the Blue Springs fossil decapods.  His collection of specimens from this locale is amazing.  He has cleaned 
and preserved them beautifully, and they are, by far, some of the best that I have seen from this site.  Matthew has worked very 
hard and has done an excellent job of recording a part of the fossil history of the Coon Creek Formation. 

Every year at our NMGMS birthday meetings, I am always astounded at the wonderful things our club members set out for 
display and I marvel at how much we do in our fields of interest.  I wonder how we can possibly top each year’s showing, but we 
seem to manage to get better and better.  Way to go NMGMS and keep up the good work!  
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NMGMS 
Meeting Minutes
March 15, 2014

2014 Officers 
President/Field Trip Chair: 
Nancy Roberts 
25 Amber Lane 
Counce, TN 38326 
(731)689-5336 
therockhoundlady@yahoo.com 
Vice-President: 
Roger Lambert 
1817 CR 7002 
Corinth, MS 38834  
(662)286-3750 
roger.lambertjr@yahoo.com 
Secretary: 
Brenda Manning 
77 County Road 864 
Dennis, MS 38838 
662-454-3128, 662-279-0706 
b.man.55@hotmail.com  
Treasurer: 
Nikki Kenney 
PO Box 808 
Tupelo, MS 38802 
662-844-6142 
ofkbk@comcast.net 


Stamp Chair: 
Dana Armstrong 
494 Wildwood Rd. 
Holly Springs, MS 38635 
662-268-0143 
darmstrong@shsm.org 
Publicity Chair/Web Master 
John Byzet 
1209 Queensgate Dr 
Tupelo, MS 38801  
(662)844-9841 
wa4jax@comcast.net 
Membership: 
Ann Byzet 
1209 Queensgate Dr 
Tupelo, MS 38801 
(662)844-9841 
annbyzet@comcast.com 
Hospitality: 
Rebecca Vallarian             
308 Meadowbrook Circle 
Armory, MS 38821 
(662)256-2040 
janiegirl@vallarian.com 
Nugget Editor: 
Dana Jones 
1868 HWY 310 
Waterford, MS 38685 
nuggeteditor@gmail.com

Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag was given by Liam, Jake, Marion,Victoria, Konrad  and 
Brittani 
Guests:   Jeffery, Alicia, Eric and Sarina Skipper                                          
January/February  minutes were presented and approved. 
Treasurer’s Report:  Closing Balance as of today is: $2295.99   
 Chairpersons’ Reports:  
Field Trips:    There is a DMC field trip sponsored by MAGS on March 29th to Sugar Creek 
in the Millington area. Check out the Lodestar website for more info. on upcoming fieldtrips.  
Publicity: (John Byzet) Nothing new to report. 
Membership:  (Ann Byzet) March is the deadline for renewing your membership. This should 
be done soon in order to remain on the roster and receive the club’s email announcements.   
Hospitality:  Refreshments:  No refreshments needed for April since we will be in Starkville.  
May  17th refreshments: Mike/Allison Schuchs  and Nancy Roberts .   
Website:     (John Byzet)    Check us out at www.nmgms.org   
 Newsletter:  (Dana Jones) The deadline for submissions is the second Friday of the month.  
Those of you who attended the Mt. Ida field trip please submit a review or something about the 
event. Thoughts, comments, and critiques are welcome.  We need these for each each issue of 
the Nugget.  Anything for the newsletter should be sent to: nuggeteditor@gmail.com     
Youth Members:   (Jim Roberts)  The Rockheads  presented their Geologic Time Line project 
with Konrad giving a fine overview of the project.  They will also be hosting a field trip to 20 
Mile Creek on Saturday, May 10th.   Both the Geologic Time Line Project, as well as any 
display set up at the March meeting, will count toward the 2014 Junior Rockhound of the Year 
Award.   
Awards/Competition:   The 2013 Bulletin Competition awards and certificates earned by club 
members Nikki Kenney and  Matthew Lambert were handed out.   
Stamps:  (Dana Armstrong)  Stamps were collected and given to Dana for processing/
trimming.  
Historian:  (Shirley Randle)  It was noted that Shirley had not renewed her membership for 
2014; We are looking for a possible replacement for her.  More on this later.  Nancy also asked 
if the membership would be agreeable to having the yearly club photos put onto a DVD instead 
of making hard copies of all of them. 
 Geology/Kids Day:     (Roger Loyd, Bob Reinhaus, John Byzet and Robert Langford) 
 We need help ASAP getting more grab bags sewn and filled. We also need items for the rock 
and fossil dig such as shark teeth and small crystals as well as small lapidary items.  Begin 
now to collect specimens for September and October displays.  
Safety:   (David Loyd)   Attention new members! *** Please be sure and sign a liability 
release waiver, if you have not yet done so.    
Old Business:  
1. Specimens needed ASAP for Nov. 1st Geology Day display cases: 

• Rocks and minerals collected MS that are interesting, unusual and/or have commercial 
or industrial uses of some type. 

• Fluorescent minerals 
• Any jewelry item made at one of our workshops over the past year or any metal 

jewelry you may have made. 
• Anything that would fall under the “Rocks in Art” category (gem trees)  
• Fossils collected in Northeast Mississippi 
•
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Appointees 
Historian: 
Shirley Randle 
1718 Poorhouse Rd 
Starkville, MS 38759 
(662)323-5009 
sgcurry@netdoor.com 
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HEAR YE, HEAR YE! 
(aka Announcements)

• Rocks, minerals, gemstones, jewelry etc, showing any of the following characteristics:  (1) opalescence (2) iridescence, (3) 
labradorescence  (4) aventurescence  (5) chatoyancy, etc., in other words, “ unusual optical effects that are displayed by 
gemstones”.  This ties in with the fluorescent display. 

• Possibilities are:  pearls, mother of pearl, opals, fire agates, chalcedony, star sapphires, tigereye, fiber optic beads, sunstone, 
aventurine, spectrolite,  labradorite,  ammolite, and  chrysoberyl.  

   
 2. The NMGMS April 12th  meeting will be a tour of the Dunn-Seiler Geology Museum on the campus of MSU in Starkville, MS.  
The tour will be given by Dr. Renee Clary and some of her graduate students, and we will be joined by George Phillips, 
paleontologist with the Mississippi Museum of Natural Science.  Meet at Dunn-Seiler at 1 p.m. There will be some fossil collecting 
afterwards on university property. Nancy said that she would send out a link to the directions. 
  
3.  NMGMS has received its Charity Exemption ID# from the State of MS and Nancy has filed our 2013 990-N e-postcard with the 
IRS.  It was accepted.     
No other old business  
New Business:  
1.  We have been invited back as an exhibitor at the MAGS Rock and Gem show  April 26th  and 27th,  located at the Agricenter in 
Memphis. We will set up our club display/information table again;  volunteers are needed to work  those two days.    John Byzet, 
Belinda Loyd and Robert Langford volunteered to help out. 
2.  Maridelle Dickerson, a teacher from the Nettleton Public Library called and asked if anyone from NMGMS could do a talk at 
their summer reading program on June 4th and /or  June 11th.  Possibilities include the sandbox dig or a box of specimens for 
“minerals and their uses” that is available.    More information later on Lee County involvement.  Several club members 
volunteered to participate, if their schedules permitted.  
3.  Places are still open for  our  March 22nd copper etching class at the Episcopal Church in West Point.  Time : 10 a.m. til 4.  Cost 
$35.  Class limited to 12 students so call soon to reserve your spot. 
No other new business 
***Reminder:    

• April 12th -   MSU in Starkville  meet at 1:p.m. to tour museum  and collect afterwards 
• April 26th – 27th -  Memphis Rock and Gem Show  
• May 3rd- Ballard Park for club picnic (begins at 1 p.m.) 
• May 10th – Rockheads field trip to 20 Mile Creek 

. 
 Motion to Adjourn…….      

May 3,                                      
NMGMS Picnic                     
1-3 pm                           
Large Pavilion                         
Ballard Park, Tupelo 

May 17                         
Tupelo Library 1-3pm               
Meteorites, John Wright

Spectacular Meeting 
April 12, 2014                                                                                                                                
Dunn-Seiler Geology Museum, MSU, Starkville, MS.  
Tour by Dr. Renee Clary and graduate students 
George Phillips,  Mississippi Museum of Natural 
Science  
1pm  Hilbun Hall, 355 Lee, Mississippi State, MS 
39762.  We will be able to do a little collecting at a 
couple of fossil sites on university property. 

Sheila Diaz 

Recently underwent surgery 
and needs our thoughts and 
needs our thoughts and 
prayers, along with husband 
Robert and son Andrew.
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Geology Day  
November 1, 2014  
Oren Dunn Museum. 
Needed: 
10 or so grab bags  
Small lapidary items and specimens 
for the grab bags, the spin and win 
game, and the fishing game.  
These are needed by the May 
meeting.  


Gem and Mineral Shows 
April 26-27, 2014 Memphis, TN 
Memphis Mineral, Fossil, Jewelry Show 
Memphis Archaeological and Geological Society 
“The Earth Wide Open” 
ob Memphis International Agricenter, 7777 Walnut Grove 
Rd. Memphis, TN 
Saturday, April 26, 9-6:00 and Sunday, April 27 10-5, 
Dealers, Exhibits, Demonstrations, Kids Area with 
Rockzone featuring Gem Dig, Geode 
Bowling, Rocks Around the Clock. 
Adults $5.00, Children 12 and under $2.00. 
web: www.The EarthWideOpen.com, 
email info@theearthwideopen.com. 
Show Chair James Butchko 901 743-0058 
Dealer Chair WC McDaniel 901-274-7706


Food for Thought about Geotagging….   By Nancy Roberts 

I’ll be the first to admit, that when it comes to electronic gadgets, I leave that area to Jim. So, the term “geotagging” was new to me, 
when I first heard about it last weekend.  Modern technology can be a wonderful thing when you need it, like in an emergency when 
rescue teams need to know exactly where you are, but if you’re not careful, it can do more than you may want it too.   I always 
thought that it was so marvelous that my phone or tablet automatically changed to the proper time zone when I traveled, or gave the 
weather stats for whatever location I happened to be in at that moment.  So, “how do it know?”   

Well, even I have heard of GPS or global satellite positioning and it appears that all of the latest smart phones and tablets come 
equipped with this capability.  Digital cameras, unless very expensive and specialized, usually do not have this feature.  However, 
people are, more often than not these days, taking pictures with the cameras built into their phones.  So, that brings us back to 
geotagging.  This is when the internal GPS feature on a smart phone, tablet, or other similar device has been activated and allowed to 
imprint the coordinates of the location at which the photo was taken.  

Here’s some information that I gleaned from Wikipedia:   “In order to capture GPS data at the time the photograph is captured, the 
user must have a camera with built in GPS.  Most smart phones already use a GPS chip along with built-in cameras to allow users to 
automatically geotag photos.  Others may have the GPS chip and camera but do not have internal software needed to embed the GPS 
information within the picture.  With photos stored in JPEG file format, the geotag information is typically embedded in the metadata 
(stored in Exchangeable image file format (EXIF) or Extensible Metadata Platform (XMP) format). These data are not visible in the 
picture itself but are read and written by special programs and most digital cameras and modern scanners.  Latitude and longitude are 
stored in units of degrees with decimals and this geotag information can be read by many programs, such as the cross-platform open 
source ExifTool.” 

So what does all of this mean?  It means that you could be telling people a lot more than just what you meant to, when you posted a 
picture online. Data attached to your photos allows someone to determine, with great accuracy, the whereabouts of your home, your 
place of work or school and where you have been. Being unaware of this feature on your smartphone and posting personal photos 
online poses the potential for security risks.  These dangers can be avoided by removing geotags with a metadata removal tool for 
photos before publishing them on the Internet, or better yet, turning off the geotagging feature on your smartphone all together!  
Thankfully, turning off your smartphone’s geotagging feature is fairly simple. You should be able to go into your settings and then into 
location services, which may be under “general”.  If you turn all location services off, then that will turn off your maps too, so you can 
just go down to “camera” and turn that off.  Then, all future photos taken will not have the geotag data on them. Because each 
smartphone is different however, check out your phone’s manufacturer’s website to get exact instructions on how to do this. So, be 
informed, be safe and as always, use discretion whenever posting anything onto a social media site on the Internet.  For more 
information on the topic:   

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geotagging   http://www.icanstalku.com/how.php 

http://www.thoughtshots.com/2010/07/how-to-turn-off-geotagging-on-your-photos/   

http://voices.yahoo.com/how-disable-geotagging-iphone-android-phone-7656690.html   
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Alright, guys, listen up! You may find some of this useful, too, but don't go raiding your wife's lingerie 
drawer without her permission.   
Today's subject is PANTYHOSE.    
That's right. There are so many uses for this handy piece of underclothing. Don't throw them away when 
they get runs or snags. That's when they really become valuable. 

Just wash and keep in a zip lock for future use, and you'll soon find many uses of your own that aren't mentioned here. 
storing jewelry to prevent tangling or scratching   Cut off the appropriate length, put your hand down in the hose to the toe, or a 
knot, if a section has been cut at both ends, and grasp the end of the necklace, or piece of jewelry at it's heaviest or largest end.  Then 
pull the hose down over your hand to cover the jewelry. It can be  tied in a loose knot and placed into your jewelry storage container 
without coming in contact with other pieces. 
storing onions or potatoes    These food items should not touch each other. Drop an onion into the toe of the hose, tie a knot, and 
drop in another, and so on. To use, simply cut below the knot of the bottom onion, or better yet, cut a slash next to , and slightly 
above the onion, and remove, then you can replace with another  onion without having to replace the hose. 
to prevent bruising of seedlings when tying branches to supporting poles  
store rolled patterns, posters, etc. 
place over the hose of a vacuum cleaner to pick up, dust, or find small items   Use rubber band or pony tail holder to secure. Remove 
your item before turning off the vacuum.  
I'm sure you can think of many more uses, if you haven't already. Please share some of them with us in future issues of the Nugget. 
Also, we are extremely interested in any other hints and tips you may have, and would love to see them in the Nugget. 
Nikki Kenney.  

A place to share knowledge about the 
lapidary arts. Bead Soup


Larry,Konrad, and I really enjoyed our trip to Mt Ida we had a lot of fun looking for crystals and found quite a few. I think the second mine 
was more fun and we found more there than the first. The Hotel was nice and owner was very sweet, but it was the great group we were 
with is what made it such a special time.           Dana Armstrong 
I had been looking forward to the club's trip to the quartz mines near Mt. Ida, AR for quite a while and on the drive over, we were surprised 
at the amount of snow still on the ground between West Memphis and Crowley's Ridge.  We made it to our motel, the Crystal Inn, in good 
time and got a good night's sleep, in order to be ready for the next day's expedition to the Sweet Surrender Mine.  I have to say, that this 
mine disappointed me.  The crystals were small (NMGMS member, Earl Reyer, would probably dispute that!) and hard to find.( you did 
have to do a lot of digging)  By the end of the day, my collecting bucket was mostly full of air! (I made up for it!!) 
Sundays' trip to Miller Mountain Mine was just the opposite; lots of crystals and some very decent sized ones too.  We need to do this mine 
again!  The last stop on our three day trip was to the Crater of Diamonds State Park in Murfreesboro, AR.  No, I didn't find a diamond, but it 
was interesting just to see the place and do a little poking around in the dirt. (poking, my gosh, he sifted a huge pile of it that day!)  All in 
all, it was a great weekend. 
Jim Roberts    (parentheses comments by Nancy!)


   I had a great time on the trip! I thoroughly enjoyed my stay at the Crystal Inn and, despite the fact that I didn't have much luck on 
Iron Mt., the Miller Mt. mine proved to yet again be a great spot to collect some really nice quartz crystals. The only way the trip could 
have been better would've been if I'd found a nice big diamond to bring home from the Crater of Diamonds! - But even though I did not 
bring home any tuition-paying gems, I learned a lot of interesting facts about the park's geology from the geologist there and definitely 
plan on trying my luck there again sometime in the future. I hope I am lucky enough to get another chance to go on this field trip again! 
Justin Hobart

Earl and I enjoyed the Mt. Ida trip very much. I think my 
favorite part was the Sweet Surrender Crystal Mine and 
getting to meet so many like minded adventurers.   Since we 
had to leave early, we went to the diamond mine on Sunday.  
No luck there, but Earl loved it.   We both learned a lot and 
look forward to future trips with NMGMS.  
Cynthia Alford 
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Old Bones
Mt.Ida Trip
To share knowledge 
of fossil, gem, and 
mineral collecting 
and preparation.  



MARCH MADNESS, NMGMS STYLE:  ETCHING WORKSHOP 
As the men of West Point’s Episcopal Church cleaned up outside, a group of nine local women headed to the Parish Hall to polish their 
jewelry making skills. 
Once again, NMGMS volunteers journeyed to West Point for a West Point/Clay County Arts Council-sponsored day of learning to etch 
copper.  Hats off to instructor Nancy Roberts and helpers, Nikki Kenney, Clarice Turner and Cheryle Langford, as they took us from 
blanks of copper, a few beads, wire and a length of leather, to lovely finished necklaces and earrings, in a relaxed and fun-filled day. 
We spanned three generations, as well as a range of knowledge and skill levels, as we started the morning, clad in our “grubbies” to 
prevent chemical stains on good clothing.  Packets of to-be-made elements were handed out, tables were set with hammers and anvils 
and our day began. 
Nancy explained the chemical etching process that would turn patterns we either stamped or drew onto the copper pendant and earring 
blanks into permanent designs.  Then, beginning with either Sharpies to create our own designs, or using stamps and StazOn ink, we 
started.   Most opted to either texture or further shape the copper blanks first, so the sound of hammering filled the room and we all 
agreed that any tensions anyone had were worked out on the anvils.  After some filing of the edges and sanding, we then created our 
designs, from abstract drawings to realistic flowers and bees. 
Ferric Chloride, which can be purchased locally at Radio Shack or ordered online from many of the jewelry suppliers, is key to the 
process.  It eats away the metal where you haven’t put pen or ink.  Once it has done its job and the ink is removed, the lines will be 
raised above the metal surface.  A cautionary warning here—working with this chemical requires the use of protective eyewear and 
gloves to prevent injury. 
When our designs were drawn, the NMGMS gang set up the etching solution and the class taped our copper creations to long strips of 
Plexiglas, which were then inserted into tall containers of ferric chloride.  This is a method learned by those of us who took Kim St. 
Jean’s cold connections workshop in Tupelo, and it works wonderfully for a larger class, allowing all members to etch at the same 
time.  This is a good thing, as etching can take from 20 minutes to an hour, depending upon the age of the solution. 
Once the ferric chloride did its job, Nancy again donned her goggles and gloves to retrieve our pieces from the acid solution.  All of the 
pieces were neutralized in a mixture of baking soda and water and then each class member removed the tape and scrubbed their pieces 
in Dawn and water to clean them. 
When the pieces were clean and dried, we could add a liver of sulfur patina or just buff them.  Next the class learned how to use a 
jeweler’s hole punch for making holes in the pendant and earring pieces and to make jump rings to be inserted into the holes.   
We were now in the home stretch.  NMGMS members showed us how to create closures from our copper wire and how to attach the 
wire to the leather to create our necklaces.  The results were lovely and the day passed quickly. 
Etching of copper or brass is a wonderful extension of a jeweler’s skill set, providing another way to enhance metal.  Our Golden 
Triangle of jewelry makers is most grateful to NMGMS members who come down to share their knowledge. 
Souzen Deavers Steelhammer 
NMGS member and West Point/Clay County Board member 
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“The fossil hunter does not kill, he resurrects.”  
G. G. Simpson

Rockheads

Youth Advisors 
Jim Roberts 
Latergator2003@yah
oo.com 
David Lloyd 

www.amfed.org/fra/
fra_badge.htm 

Presidential Statement
Notice to NMGMS Rockheads:  On Saturday May 10th, 2014, the NMGMS Rockheads 
will sponsor a field trip to the famous Frankstown “Shark Teeth” Site, the W. M. Browning 
Cretaceous Fossil Park (the Site), which is located on Twenty Mile Creek in Prentiss 
County, Mississippi.  We will meet at the Site by 10:00 a.m.  Parking is on the eastern side 
of US Highway 45 in the flat grassy area, just off of the side road and includes under the 
bridge.  We will be sifting through the creek’s sand and gravel for shark teeth and other 
small Cretaceous fossils.  Be prepared to get wet and take precautions to limit sun 
exposure!  You will be down in the creek, so you need to be able to go down the bank and 
get in the water.  There is a somewhat steep, sandy path leading down the bank on both 
sides of the bridge.  So, wear shoes that can get wet and a walking stick is a good idea.  
Bring a screening device, like a colander, sieve, or homemade screen made out of 
hardware cloth and a wooden frame, or fiber screening put into a large plastic embroidery 
hoop.  Also, you will need a small garden trowel or scoop.  Small plastic jars with tight 
fitting lids, zip loc bags or pill bottles make excellent storage containers for the fossils.  
There are no facilities here.  Be sure to bring plenty of drinking water, a hat, sunscreen, a 
towel, and dry cloths to change into.  This is a wild site so watch for poison ivy on the 
banks and snakes at all times.  You will find many different kinds of teeth here, shark, ray, 
bony fish, Mosasaurs, and crocodile; also some vertebrae, turtle bone, scoots, petrified 
wood and lots more.  Many of the teeth are good sized, but most are very small, so be sure 
to check out anything that is black and shiny!   
This will be lots of fun for all ages.  If you plan to go on this field trip, please notify: 
Victoria Langford at 662-869-2278H 
or at rlangford@cobbenv.com or thechainmailman@yahoo.com or 
Nancy Roberts therockhoundlady@yahoo.com 731-689-5336.   
Lunch:  The Rockheads will provide Chips and Hot Dogs with all the fixings, which Mr. 
Jim will be preparing.  A tip basket will be open for donations to defray costs.  Please 
bring your own drinks and a chair. 
Additionally:  My geologist Dad will kick off his 20-Mile Creek Summer 2014 Program.  
The white pavilion will be set up on top of the creek bank near the Hot Dogs.  He will 
have fossil identification books, fossil labels, and will assist you in identifying and logging 
your best finds.   
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